Abstract-Gaming companies now routinely apply data mining to their user data in order to plan the next release of their software. We predict that such software development analytics will become commonplace, in the near future. 
I. TOPIC AND RELEVANCE
In software development we have lots of data. For example check-ins, work items, and test executions are recorded in software repositories such as CVS, Subversion, GIT, and Bugzilla. Telemetry data reflects how customers experience software, which includes application and feature usage and exposes reliability. The sheer amount is impressive: For the 10K projects monitored by the web-page http://CIA.vc every 17 seconds a commit takes place. The open source platform SourceForge.Net hosts over 300K projects, and according to Github.com 1M people host 2.9M GIT repositories. The bug database of the Mozilla Firefox projects now contains almost 700K reports according to Ohloh.Net (all October 2011). Analytics takes data and turns it into insight to inform better development decisions [1] . While analytics is commonly used in business, notably in marketing to better reach and understand customers, application in software development has been somewhat limited. Fortunately, in the past years there have been great efforts that turned software development data into insight. For example, Bird et al. [2] showed empirically that distributed development had negligible impact on the quality of Windows Vista because the development process utilized mitigated the risks. The Office team at Microsoft extensively uses telemetry data collected from customers to inform design decisions by answering questions like "how frequently is a command used?" and "how many files contain this feature?" [3] [4]. This is not just a phenomenon at Microsoft, many researchers and companies have recognized the potential of analytics: The game development company Zynga extensively leverages data to guide the development of their online games [5] . Furthermore over the past few years several researchers have proposed analytics for software development [6] [7] .
Similar to today's society and businesses [8] , software development is at the crossroads to become more datadriven. With Web services and the Cloud the amount of data will explode, but also the opportunities to gain insight. To make the right decisions during this transition it is important for us to better understand the data and analytics needs. This goldfish panel is a first step into this direction.
II. GOALS OF THE PANEL
The goals of the goldfish panel are to raise awareness of software development analytics in the SE community and to discuss several topics, including but not limited to:
 Data collection. We need to rethink how we collect data. Often traditional GQM approaches do not work in industry because collecting new data takes too long. What decisions can be made on available data?  Data quality. To make decisions based on data, the quality of the data has to be high [9] . How can we achieve high data quality at little cost?  Data privacy. Data 
